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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the problem *— The purpose of this study-
is to investigate, compile, and analyze the spelling errors
of ten sixth grades in communities suburban to a metropol-
itan city for the purpose of devising an effective remedial
program.
"There are few elementary school subjects," according
1/
to Wallin, "in which inefficiency is more swiftly detected
and more severely reprobated in later life than in spelling?
Hildreth claims that "no one can question the value
of automatically accurate spelling, since it is standard
equipment for adults who are literate*
"
The psychological basis and the ultimate aim of spell-
SJing according to Tidyman are "to give the individual such
l/ J.E. Wallace Wallin, Spelling Efficiency in Relation to
Jge
,
Grade , and Sex , and The Question of Transfer.
Baltimore: Warwick and York, Incorporated, 1911, Preface,
p. vii.
2/ Gertrude Hildreth, Learning the Three R's . Philadelphia:
Educational Publishers, Incorporated, 1930, p. 190.
3/ W.F. Tidyman, The Teaching of Spelling . New York: World
Eook Company, 1919, p. 31.
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control over the ordering of letters In words that the
expression of thought in writing may go on freely and
accurately without attention to mechanical details. In
short, it is the automatic control of written expression*
"
Robert states, "Spelling is the essential tool of
written expression, and to have fluent, automatic expression,
the child must spell correctly the words which he needs and
uses." But not all children learn at the same rate or by
the same methods and the fact that individuals differ has
long "been recognized.
1/
Spache says that educators
must recognize and make provision for individual
differences or adapt instructional techniques to
the needs and the deficiencies of the group. • • •
Despite the Importance of intelligence, poor
spellers are not necessarily handicapped In this
respect.
These facts indicate that spelling disability may
exist among dull, normal , or superior children. It is
necessary, therefore, to look for other factors.
Aocording to Suzzalo,
Today, teaching in spelling aims to get rid of errors
¥ Bertha E. Robert, ""Resume of Investigations Contributing
Content of Spelling and Its Grading," The Elementary
English Review
,
3:176-185, June, 1927, pp7T76, 177.
5/ George Spache, "Spelling Disability Correlates I- Factors
Probably Causal in Spelling Disability," Journal of Educa-
tional Research
,
34:561-586, April, 1941, pp. 561, 555"7
6/ Henry Suzzalo, The Teaching of Spelling . Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, lSTT, p. 9.

"by anticipating and preventing them through
a watchful supervision of first impressions
and associations • Correction no longer stops
with a check mark and a reprimand, it inquires
into cause, makes a truly pedagogical correction,
and finally makes certain that recovery from
error is complete.
If
Hilderbrandt maintains that it is a rare child who
cannot he taught to spell to the degree of efficiency de-
manded "by modern social conditions. There will he a few
cases in which the explanation is "baffling, there will he
children who will he unahle to spell even with the maximum
of effort • These last will furnish the real test of teach-
ing.
8/
Suzzalo states: "It is the diagnosis of spelling
errors and the skillful substitution of new and correct
habits in which we shall find our largest immediate op-
portunity for improving our methods of teaching spelling."
Justification . For some time the writer has felt
keenly the necessity for giving special instruction in
remedial spelling to all children, but particularly those
at the sixth grade level.
As Suzzalo says:
Our teachers are peculiarly sensitive to the mis-
spellings of their pupils. The careful teacher
7/ Edith L. Hilderbrandt, "The Psychological Examination of
Foor Spellers," Teachers College Record
,
18:126-22, March,
1917#
8/ Suzzalo, 0£. cit. , p. 114.
9/ Ibid. , p. 114.
ir
feels a pang of conscience with every misspelled
word, and even an indifferent teacher is shocked
into a sense of shortcoming if the errors called
to his attention are those of spelling.
The writer has observed the unusual number of spelling
errors in the free writing of the pupils of all grades, hut
particularly in grade six. It seemed that many different
errors were being made by many different pupils in all types
of work. As a result of the evident need of some type of
remedial instruction, the writer has made an attempt to
analyze the types of errors most common to all sixth grade
children to serve as a basis for a remedial spelling program.
Scope of the study .— The series of tests presented
in this study are composed of the 754 words of the Durrell-
12/
Sullivan Remedial Spelling List for Intermediate Grades .
This list contains 90 per cent of the words ordinarily used
in the written composition of children in the intermediate
grades. They were evaluated by a random-sampling of ten
sixth-grade in-service teachers in ten communities suburban
to a metropolitan city. It was decided to have all the
correcting done by the teachers and the analyzing done by
the writer. All tests were corrected and analyzed for errors.
It is hoped that this study will show the need for a
remedial program and that a teacher can gain much information
concerning her spelling problem by initiating just such a
study of spelling errors.
10/ Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities .
Sew York: World Book Company, 1940, pp. 345-35TU

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OP PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Since the purpose of this study is to investigate,
compile, and analyze the spelling errors of 285 pupils
of the sixth grades in ten communities suburban to a large
metropolitan city, it seemed logical to study previous re-
search concerning spelling errors.
There have been numerous studies of spelling errors,
but, in the opinion of the writer, only a few of these have
led to significant results. Many are based on such small
numbers of pupils as to indicate nothing more than a specific
condition. Others are elaborate studies.
1/
As early as 1892, Wyckofi published an account of
tests made on poor spellers. She says,
If a child cannot learn to spell, it is well to
locate the difficulty before trying to deal with
the cases. Knowledge of spelling begins with per-
ception through eye and ear, and ends with the
establishment of a train of memories. Somewhere
along this line we may find a defective provision.
i/
Cornman, in 1902, made an analysis of spelling errors
from the material collected by him in connection with his
study of spelling in the elementary school. He classified
EA.E. Wyckoff, "Constitutional Bad Spellers," Pedagogical
minary
,
2:448-50, December, 1892.
2/ O.P. Cornman, Spelling in the Elementary School . Boston:
Ginn and Company, 1902.
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errors according to their origin as follows: (1) Motorial
errors, due to motor incoordination, including additions,
omissions, changes, confusions of m and n, transposition of
letters, doubling of wrong letters, attraction; (2) Sensory-
errors, due to sensorial incoordination, including those due
to phonetic association, such combinations as ei and ie,
and double letters; (3) errors due to a combination of
motorial and sensorial incoordination.
3/
Gregory about the same time also made a study of errors
«
He caused dictation containing seleoted words to be given
to the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades. From his inspec-
tion and tabulation of the errors which occurred, he con-
cluded that the sound of words is the chief element in the
spelling of children and suggested that there should be a
large amount of oral work, since the greatest percentage of
errors seemed to be due to faulty auditory perception.
The first extensive study of spelling errors was made
by Hollingworth in an intensive study of children especially
retarded in spelling ability. She analyzed their errors and
tried to find the sources of difficulty. This study is
significant as a pioneer investigation in this field, and
some of the results have been widely quoted. These errors
3/ B.C. Gregory, "The Rationale of Spelling," Elementary
School Teacher, 8:40-55, May, 1903.

included omissions, substitutions , and transpositions. She
found that the child could correct such an error as soon as
1/
his attention was called to it. She also concluded:
There is no one specific remedy for poor spelling.
Of three children equally poor in ability as
measured on a spelling scale, the one may require
special drill in forming bonds between the sounds
of words and the muscular acts necessary for ar-
ticulating them; another may need special practice
in binding 1 the arbitrary written or printed
symbols with the sound which represents objects,
acts, etc., the third may experience special diffi-
culty in forming the bonds between the representa-
tives in consciousness of the visual symbols, and
the motor responses necessary to produce the written
words spontaneously at pleasure.
A remedial program was designed and successfully
carried out.
1/
In 1919, Tidyman said,
Locating the difficult part of the word is an
important part of the work of teacher and pupil.
This is not a superhuman task for the teacher
to perform, although much help can be given by
a more careful and systematic experimental study
of the kinds and frequencies of errors that
children make.
Another investigation of the abilities involved in
2/
reading and spelling was reported by Gates. With a com-
prehensive battery of tests he attempted to determine the
various functions associated with spelling ability and
5/ Hollingworth, op. cit. , p. 102.
6/ W.P. Tidyman, The Teaching of Spelling . Uew York: World
Sook Company, 1919, p. 56.
7/ A.I. Gates, The Psychology of Reading and Spelling
,
Contributions to Education, ITew York: Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1922.
r-
proposed methods of teaching applicable to these cases and
to normal children.
8/
Later studies "by Gates continued to investigate directly
the abilities that seemed to condition spelling achievement.
Gates prepared a list of common misspellings of 3 f 876 words.
This list shows the point in each word at which most errors
occurred. It does not tell which words were misspelled most
often so a selection of a limited number of words to teach
because of misspelling is not possible. One can find which
letters to emphasize and thus attempt to prevent errors which
children are most apt to make.
u
Book and Harter conducted an investigation in 1926
to find what kinds of spelling errors were made regularly
by learners of spelling. Over a period of three months
they collected and analyzed 5,196 papers belonging to the
pupils of the Indiana Public Schools and the freshman class
at Indiana University. From these papers they classified
18,840 spelling errors under eighteen types of classifica-
tions, among which were omission, addition, substitution,
and phonetic spelling.
8/ A.I. Gates, A List of Spelling Difficulties in 5,876
Words Bureau oT Publications, Hew York: Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1937.
9/ W.F. Book and U.S. Harter, "Mistakes Which Pupils Make
Tn Spelling," Journal of Educational Research
,
19:106,
February, 1929.

10/
Masters examined the errors made by eighth grade
pupils, high school seniors, and college seniors in their
attempted spellings of a list of common difficult words.
He found that the most frequent errors made at one grade
level were also the most frequent ones at the other grade
levels. He also stated:
A phonetic analysis of these misspellings shows
that 64.69 per cent of them are possible spellings
from a phonetic point of view; 13.97 per cent are
approximate phonetic spellings; and 21.34 per cent
are not even approximate phonetic spellings.
11/
In a study made by McGovney, tests were given to
good spellers and to poor spellers all with average or
above average I.Q. 'b. She concluded that the poor spellers
were below standard in writing, auditory and visual analysis,
and associating a spoken word with a written word.
w
Mendenhall initiated his study of spelling errors in
1929. Many significant and valuable conclusions have been
reached in this extensive, analytical study of spelling errors.
10/ H.Y. Masters, A Study of Spelling Errors
,
University of
Towa Studies in Education ,~7olume IV7 Iowa City, Iowa: Uni-
versity of Iowa Press, September, 1927.
11/ Margarita McGovney, "Spelling Deficiency in Children of
Superior General Ability," The Elementary English Review
,
7:146-148, June, 1930, pp. TM 9T^T.
12/ J.E. Mendenhall , An Analysis of Spelling Errors, Bureau
of Publications, Hew Yorx: Teachers CollegeV Columbia Uni-
versity, 1930, p. 5.

10
One of the most significant among these is the conclusion
13/
concerning the most frequent errors found. Mendenhall
said, "A study of the most frequent errors shows (1) that
85 per cent are in omission and substitution of letters;
(2) that 75 per cent are phonetic; and (3) that 4.5 per cent
are homonyms."
14/
Carroll studied the spelling errors made by 100 bright
children and 100 dull children from the fourth and fifth
grades of a public school to discover the comparative abil-
ity of bright and dull children to generalize. The author
from these investigations drew the following conclusions :
1. Bright and dull children show marked differences
of degree in the kinds of spelling errors which
they make.
a. The bright make a higher percentage of one-
letter errors.
b. The dull make a higher percentage of group
errors.
2. Bright and dull children are affected differently
by the length of the word and by the position of
the syllable.
13/ Mendenhall, op. cit. p. 10.
>
/0 1
14/ H.A. Carroll, Generalization of Bright and ])ull Children-
A Comparative Study with Special Reference to Spelling, Con-
tributions to Education, No. 439. ITew York: Teachers College,
Columbia University, p. 54.
f
11
2. a. The "bright have a lower percentage of
difficulty with the shorter words and
a higher percentage of difficulty with
the longer words than the dull.
b. The bright have a lower percentage of
difficulty with the first part of a word
and a higher one with the middle and last
parts.
The bright are much more likely than the dull
to spell words phonetically.
3.
4. The psychological explanation of each of these
differences appears to lie in the marked superi-
ority of the bright over the dull in phonetic
generalization ability.
15/
Sartorius states that more investigation of the
relation between common spelling errors and the usefulness
of rules in prevention of these errors is needed. She also
suggested that since certain letter combinations occur more
frequently than others, and since some are pronounced in a
greater number of different ways than others, it would be
better to emphasize the more frequent rather than the less
frequent visual and phonetic elements.
Fitzgerald studied the errors made in personal letters
written in life situations by children of the fourth, fifth,
15/ Ina Craig Sartorius, Generalization in Spelling , Contri-
butions to Education, Ho. 472. New York: Teachers College
,
Columbia University, 1931, p« 56.
16/ James A. Fitzgerald, "Words Misspelled Most Frequently
Ey Children of the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Grade Levels in
Life Outside the School," Journal of Educational Research
,
26:212-213, November, 1932.

and sixth grades. He compiled a list of 2,106 words from
this study. It is interesting to note that about half of
all the errors were on one hundred forty-eight words.
17/
The implications gathered from Cook's study were that
pupils tend to learn to spell the words they use most fre-
quently and which represent fundamental life interests. From
this study he concluded that:
It is probable that many words of high frequency
could be omitted entirely from the course of study in
spelling without impairing the spelling ability of
the final elementary school product. This would per-
mit more time to be spent on the words of high fre-
quency which persistently give difficulty or upon
words of lower frequency that are now included in
the elementary spelling lists.
Prom a spelling test given to 25 average and 25 poor
18/
spellers in grades three to five, Spache concluded that
average spellers tend to make more phonetic errors than do
poor spellers, and that poor spellers are apt to emit a
syllable and sounded letters, and make non-phonetic sub-
stitutions.
17/ 17.W. Cook, The Measurement of General Ability Involving
"Controlled Comparisons between Techniques
,
University of
Iowa Studies, volume 6, Ho. 6, Iowa City, Iowa, 1932, p. 109.
18/ George Spache, "Characteristic Errors of Good and Poor
Spellers Journal of Educational Besearch
,
34:188, November,
1940.

19/
Hildreth also found that phonetic errors were common
among children and that many errors are due to the addition
and transposition of letters.
20/
Alper at Wellesley College found that a test of fifty
words frequently misspelled in freshman themes, together with
thirty more difficult words from a standardized test, proved
a useful diagnostic instrument on which to "base remedial work.
Phonetic errors and distorted phonetic spellings caused most
of the errors. Definite hard spots appeared in the words
missed. Evidence pointed also to the fact that a judicious
use of rules and generalizations might prove of value at the
college level.
21/
Guiler presented a list of 466 words taken from the
4,000 words which came into children^ vocabularies in the
primary grades hut which were misspelled by five per cent
or more of eighth grade pupils. Guiler felt that the reason
why these words were not mastered was that they had not been
singled out and given enough study and practice.
19/ Gertrude Hildreth, "Spelling Errors," The Implication of
Research for the Classroom Teacher, national Education Associ
ation, Washington, D.C., 1939, p« 1 62
.
20/ Thelma G. Alper, "Diagnostic Spelling Scale for the
College Level: Its Construction and Use," Journal of Educa-
tional Psychology
,
33:273-90, April, 1942.
21^. S. Guiler, "Primary Grade Words Frequently Misspelled
By Higher Grade Pupils," Elementary School Journal, 44:295,
January, 1944.

22/
Geyer had children from grade three through freshmen
in college write a one-page theme on a given topic and
found that there were twenty-three words which gave the most
trouble in spelling.
23/
Puller compiled, tabulated, and analyzed the spelling
errors made "by pupils in three fourth grades and concluded
among other things that: "A study of spelling errors will
provide the necessary information to serve as a "basis for
remedial work."
24/
Van Dusen in a similar study concluded that the most
frequent errors were errors of omission, substitution, trans-
position, and errors of a phonetic nature. Errors of sub-
stitution were most common, followed by errors of omission.
22/ Ellen M. Geyer, "How Many Spelling Demons Are There ?"
The English Journal
,
33:433, October, 1944.
25/ Marion C. Puller, "A Compilation, Tabulation, and
Salysis of Spelling Errors in Grade Pour," unpublished
Master 1 s Thesis, Boston University, School of Education,
Boston, Mass., 1946, pp. 41, 42.
24/ A. Elizabeth Van ]>usen, "A Compilation, Tabulation and
Analysis of Spelling Errors in Grade Three for an Eight Week
Period," unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University,
School of Education, Boston, Mass., 1947, p. 29.
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25/
Spaohe claims:
There are undoubtedly a large number of factors
operating in the syndrome known as spelling disability.
Some of these play an important role only in individual
cases; others are apparently operative to some extent
in practically all oases* . . . However, it is necessary
to know what symptoms to look for and their probable
significance in order to interpret the syndrome of
spelling disability.
Cook says:
Pupils tend to learn to spell the words they use
most frequently and which represent fundamental life
interests. It is probable that many words of high
frequency could be omitted entirely from the course
of study in spelling without impairing the spelling
ability of the final elementary school product. This
would permit more time to be spent on the words of
high frequency which persistently give difficulty
or upon words of lower frequency that are now commonly
included in the elementary spelling lists.
27/
Cook and O'Shea state:
Teachers ought to know, in order to be of greatest
service to their pupils not simply that 'separate 1
is a commonly misspelled word, but they should know
also where the mistake is likely to occur, and why,
so that attention may be effectively directed to
the source of trouble*
25/ George Spaohe, "Spelling Disability Correlates I- Factors
Frobably Causal in Spelling Disability," Journal of Education-
al Research
,
34:561-86, April, 1941, p* 55T.
26/ W.W. Cook, ojd. cit .
, p* 99.
27/ W.A. Cook and M.V. O'Shea, The Child and His Spelling *
Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1914, p* £4.
26/

28/
Foran says:
The mistakes made In spelling may "be used to de-
termine the major sources of difficulty and, at
the same time, to suggest methods of teaching
which will aid in overcoming them. If spelling
mistakes can be classified into certain types,
there are grounds for teaching words in such a
way as to guard against the mistakes that are
made persistently. A classification of spelling
errors may be based at least on the objective
similarities of words that are misspelled, and
through such similarities on the nature of the
mental process responsible for the confusion.
The nature of spelling difficulty and some prin-
ciples of teaching spelling may then be inferred
from the results.
89/
Durrell suggested:
For children with extreme spelling difficulties
in the intermediate grades or above, tabulations
may be made of the nature of the errors. Often,
these reveal systematic errors on certain types
of words, letter combinations, or sound combina-
tions.
In tabulating errors it should be noted whether
they relate to words spelled phonetically or to
words spelled unphonetioally. Presence of many
misspellings that are correct phonetic representa-
tions usually indicates overattention to sounds or
an attempt to reason out a word's spelling rather
than an automatic response to the word.
These readings have shown that there is much contro-
versy in the study of spelling errors and that there is still
need for investigation in the field of spelling errors.
28/ T.G. goran. The Psychology and Teaching of Spelling .
Washington, D.C.: The Catholic University rresa, 1934, p. 97.
29/ Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Heading Abilities .
Sew York: World Book Company, 1940, p. 276.
«I
CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
Restatement of problem *— The purpose of this study
is to compile, tabulate, and analyze critically the errors
which sixth grade pupils of ten sixth grades in communities
suburban to a metropolitan city made in their attempted spell-
ings of a list of common words . This grade was chosen in
order to secure new data as to the difficulties of these
words at this level.
Selection of words .— Since the main purpose in teach-
ing spelling is to help pupils in increasing their ability
to spell words which are (the) most likely to be used in
writing in life outside of school, the writer chose the
1/
Durrell-Sullivan Remedial Reading Vocabulary for Primary
Grades because this list contains 90% of the words ordinarily
used by children at this grade level in their written com-
positions, and is, therefore, useful as a remedial spelling
list. See appendix, page
Preparation of testing materials .— It is maintained
by some writers that the only reliable way to test spelling
ability is in context form. Other writers acknowledge the
l/ D.D. Ihirrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities .
Hew York: World Book Company, 1940, pp. 345-350.
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loss due to transfer but believe that other items such as
economy of time, both in preparing ana giving the tests,
outweigh the loss. According to McKee the forms of mis-
spellings found in the column test are usually the same
forms which would have been found by using the context test.
The column test was selected for the investigation
because it is a much more economical procedure from the
standpoint of administration.
The 754 words for testing purposes were divided by
the random- sampling method into ten tests, nine of the
tests having seventy-five words, one test having seventy-
nine. The tests were built on the word, sentence, word
method. A set of directions for the teacher for use in
administering the tests was attached to each set of tests.
Selection and status of population *— The sixth grade
teachers who were to participate in this study were selected
by a random-sampling from a class of in-service teachers
in an urban university. They represented ten cities and
towns suburban to a large metropolitan city. The children
were an unselected group, since all the children in each
sixth grade selected were given these ten tests. A total
of 255 children, 131 boys and 154 girls were included in
the study.
z/ P.A. McEee Spelling Difficulty in Context Form, "un-
published Master's Thesis, State University of Iowa, Iowa
City, Iowa, 1921.
3/ See Appendix, page 76.

One afternoon early in October, the writer met with
the teachers who were to participate in the testing and
the purpose and plan of the study were discussed. Eaoh
teacher was given an envelope which contained a sheet of4/5/ 6/
general directions
,
a score sheet, and a set of ten tests
with directions for administering and scoring. The sheet
of directions was carefully read and explained. This af-
forded an opportunity for the asking of questions pertinent
to the procedure to follow in the giving of the tests. This
was followed by a discussion of the tests and the score
sheet. It was requested that all test papers he placed in
the envelopes along with the score sheet and returned to
the writer the last week of October.
Compilation of spelling errors .— A file card was made
for each of the 754 words in the ten tests. On each file
card were listed the misspelled words and the types of
errors made. If the same type of errors was repeated, this
was noted by checking the original error. The cards were
then arranged in alphabetical order, after which the follow-
ing notations were made on each card:
1. The number of times the word was misspelled.
2. The number of different types of errors made.
3. The most common error
4/ See Appendix, p. 76.
5/ See Appendix, p. 108.
6/ See Appendix, p. 77.
(<
4. The hard spots of the most frequently misspelled
words.
5, The grade level of the word, which showed whether
or not the word has been taught in the spelling
curriculum or if it was not listed in the spelling
11
text. This text was chosen because it is the one
used in the writer's particular school system.
Tabulation of spelling errors .— Each word in the
entire list of spelling errors was tabulated in the follow-
8/
ing manner:
1* The grade level of the word was noted according
£/
to the spelling text.
2* A word not listed in the spelling text was
classified as supplementary.
3. The total misspellings for each word was re-
corded.
The findings resulting from the preceding tabulation
of each misspelled word are as follows:
1. Grade Level in Spelling Text of Words Misspelled
by 285 Sixth Grade Pupils
7/ Hewlon Hanna
,
Day by Day Spellers, Grades Two to Six
,
3oston: Houghton, MifTlin Company, 19
8/ Appendix, pp. 109-124.
9/ Ibid .
10/ Ibid .
I
2. Words Most Frequently Misspelled by Sixth Grade
Pupils Arranged in Rank Order of Frequency.
This tabulation showed:
A. Words and Their Hard Spots
B. Number of Different Misspellings of Word
C« Total number of Misspellings of Word
Analysis of spelling errors — Two types of analyses
were made in this study:
1« A partial analysis of the most frequent errors
made in words of highest frequency
2. A oomplete analysis of one word.
In the partial analysis, the spelling errors analyzed
were the most frequent errors made in words of highest fre-
quency. A total of 375 words, all words with twelve or
more misspellings, were inoluded.
The most frequent types of errors were tabulated from
the compilation on the file cards which contained the mis-
spelled words and their various misspellings. A plan of
11/
classification similar to that of Masters and that of
12/
Mendenhall seemed best adapted to the purpose of this study.
Suoh a plan, in the opinion of the writer, is simple, clear,
11/ H.V. Masters, A Study of Spelling Errors, University of
Iowa Studies in Education ,~Tolume IV, Iowa City, Iowa: Uni-
versity of Iowa Press, September, 1927, p. 8.
12/ J.E. Mendenhall, An Analysis of Spelling Errors , Bureau
of Publications, TTew fork: Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity, 1930, p. 5.

and complete. The following classes were used:
1. Omission of letters
2. Substitution of letters
3. Addition of letters
4« Transposition of letters
5. Phonetic misspellings
In this plan the following rules were observed:
1* The most frequent error of the total errors for
a word was included in the tabulation.
2. When a word displayed two most frequent errors
it was classified according to the first type.
Z. All words with a total of twelve or more mis-
spellings were included in the tabulation.
In the complete analysis all forms, correct and in-
correct, of the word "believe", the number of pupils tested,
the frequency of each form of misspelling, the total number
of errors for the word, and the number of forms of error
were recorded.
(t
t
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OP DATA
The data were analyzed to find:
1. The grade level in spelling text of words
misspelled by sixth grade pupils.
2« What grade level, grades two to six, showed the
greatest number of misspelled words that had "been
previously taught.
3» The number of supplementary words misspelled in
comparison with the words misspelled that had
been taught.
4. The words most frequently misspelled arranged in
rank order of frequency.
5. The relation between the total misspellings of
each word and the number of different misspellings
of that word.
6. The implications of these misspellings.
7. The hard spots in words of highest frequency.
8. The types of errors which were made in words
of highest frequency.
9. What types of errors were most prevalent in
the most frequently misspelled words.
10. To what extent a particular error characterizes
all the misspellings of a word.
11. The value to a classroom teacher of a study
of spelling errors.
-23-

Table I shows the grade level according to the spelling
1/
text of the number of different misspelled words in this
study, the number of different supplementary words, or words
not contained in the spelling text. The total of this table
gives the number of different misspelled words in the ten
communities being used in this study.
Grade two shows the greatest number of different mis-
spelled words. This fact may be explained by the fact that
possibly the words taught in grade two are used more often
in the written work of intermediate grade pupils.
The number of misspellings of supplementary words
definitely points to the fact that most of the words in-
cluded in the tests were words which have been previously
taught
.
Table I shows that 79 supplementary words were mis-
spelled and a total of columns two, three, four, five,
and six reveals that 651 words that have been taught were
misspelled during the study. This would seem to imply
that a study of spelling methods should be made and a
definite remedial program using the results of this study
should be inaugurated in order to provide sufficient
transfer of the pupils* spelling vocabulary.
l/ ITewlon-Hanna, Day by Day Spellers , Grades Two to Six.
30 ston : Houghton , Mifflin Company, 1942
.

TABLE I
Grade Level in Spelling Text of Words Misspelled "by
285 Sixth Grade Pupils
In text - Grade II Level 190
In text - Grade III Level 210
In text - Grade IV Level 145
In text - Grade V Level 81
In text - Grade VI Level 21
Supplementary * 79
Total 730
* Supplementary - These words were not contained in
the spelling text.

After studying Table I the implications for teaching
are that spelling errors do not decrease with increased
usage, hut that errors persist either in the same or dif-
ferent form. In order to correct persistent errors the
teacher should initiate a study of spelling errors in order
to find and correct the most frequent types of errors made.
Table II contains the words most frequently misspelled
by 285 sixth grade pupils arranged in rank order of fre-
quency. The 375 words were selected after carefully check-
ing each word with its accompanying misspellings. The words
selected ranged in frequency of misspellings from 173 errors
to 12 errors per word.
The tabulation of the 375 misspelled words shows the
words and their particular hard spots, the number of dif-
ferent misspellings of each misspelled word, and the total
number of times each word was misspelled. The total number
of misspellings of each word is also the number of different
pupils who misspelled each word.
It is interesting to note in Table II the number of
different pupils who misspelled the 375 words. For ex-
ample, the word receive was misspelled 173 times by 173
pupils in thirty-six different misspellings.
This tabulation brings the writer to the conclusion
that a definite remedial program should be inaugurated,
using the results of column one in the table. The

TABLE II
Words Most Frequently Misspelled "by Sixth Grade Pupils
Arranged in Rank Order of Frequency
Words and
Their Hard
Spots
number of
Different
Misspellings
of Word
Total Ifumber
of Misspell-
ings of Word
receive 36 173
whether 32 145
business 83 143
college 29 142
straight 26 122
upon 24 120
awful 71 118
course 36 115
wrap 15 114
really 14 110
decide^ 27 104
either 16 97
piece . 19 90
doesn't 27 87
possible 41 87
clothes 23 84
suppose 37 84
wear 13 82
believe 13 81

TABLE II (oontlimed)
nurus glxlu.
Their Hard
Stiotfl
Xi UXUU OX V X
Different
of Word
Tft+inT TT"riTn"h or
of Mi sspell-
in c»h of Woi"fl
weigh 33 81
whose 23 81
written 38 81
certain 35 80
surprise 24 80
bear 10 79
different 49 79
guess 35 79
practice 44 76
present 39 76
against 40 75
break 20 75
quite 22 75
wait 22 74
knock 12 73
their 9 70
woman 12 70
minute 45 69
tomo rrow 16 68
until 43 66

TABLE II (continued)
Words and number of Total lumber
Their Hard Different of Misspell-
Spots Misspellings ings of Word
of Word
beautiful 49 66
except 38 65
touch 26 65
measure 40 64
stitch 27 64
idea 31 63
remember 22 63
several 32 62
threw 26 62
heart 11 60
weather 17 60
lose 14 59
ought 26 59
pencil 27 59
trouble 20 58
bridge 16 57
though 22 57
although 39 56
choose 23 56
haven 1 t 14 56
interest 27 56
(c
TABLE II (continued)
Words and
X HO X X IXQb X LL
Spots
Hiuriber of
i/JLXXDl Oil U
Misspellings
of WotAV X 11 V/ X vx
Total Number
ings of Word
56
afraid 33 55
field 12 55
I fll•L -X. -l- 22 55
O "ft ATI 18 55
16X. u 55
wixv Jul 27 54
does 16 52
TTIOTITI "flA "1 TlliiV U 1 | U CX XXI 26 OX
tVlOTl RATI CO Rl
ayi ^ top 1 rd
Vm CTT7 Rn
XUUXi UXi XU Rn
who! ft 1 6 fin
board 21Mali 49
listen-»- A W W VJLx 26 49
Mr-Xu X • QO 4Q
nmtton 14 48
caught 25 47
expect 29 47
finish 28 47
front 15 47
r T
TABLE II ( continued)
Words and
Their Hard
Spots
Number of
Different
Misspellings
of Word
Total Number
of Misspell-
ings of Word
it T s 3 47
music 32 47
quiet 19 47
through 17 47
else 27 46
address 10 45
fed 9 45
heavy 27 45
might 14 45
pretty 24 45
since 18 45
excuse 36 44
instead 16 44
sign 19 44
sure 20 44
wouldn't 28 44
whom 22 44
answer 22 43
bottom 17 43
kept 19 43
least 22 43
o T clock 11 43

TABLE II (continued)
Words and
Their Hard
Spots
number of
Different
Misspellings
of Word
Total number
of Misspell-
iners of Word
rabbit 21 43
reason 18 43
among 17 42
climb 16 42
pour 16 42
too 2 42
didn't 14 40
dollar 9 40
write 15 40
which 9 39
world 18 39
already 10 38
company 29 38
hundred 26 38
Mrs* 7 38
shall 12 38
seem 14 37
sew 9 37
wait 12 37
catch 27 36
won T t 13 36
i-
TABLE II (continued)
Words and ITumber of Total Number
Their Hard Different of Misspell-
Spots Misspellings ings of Word
of Word
birthday 20 35
second 32 35
been 9 34
bought 20 34
doctor 9 34
during 19 34
friend 16 34
fruit 24 34
again 11 33
copy 14 33
color 17 33
family 29 33
feel 11 33
knew 4 33
mistake 31 33
morning 18 33
shake 15 33
speak 11 33
thought 14 33
angry 24 32
brush 18 32
can T t 13 32
ri
TABLE II (continued)
Words and Number of Total Famber
Their Hard Different of Misspell-
Spots Misspellings ings of Word
of Word
heard 10 32
shot 9 32
always 9 31
evening 16 31
middle 22 31
spoil 21 31
these 13 31
throw 18 31
bother 17 30
cause 14 30
wrong 15 30
absent 20 29
amount 14 29
dead 12 29
dinner 6 29
kick 14 29
laugh 25 29
those 11 29
follow 17 28
hungry 20 28
mix 12 28
need 8 28

TABLE II (continued)
Words and Number of Total Number
Their Hard Different of Misspell-
Spots Misspellings ings of Word
of Word
nor 11 28
nothing 20 28
rule 16 28
steal 9 28
strange 12 28
there 8 28
tire 12 28
true 15 28
understand 16 28
wagon 21 28
young 17 28
began 13 27
begin 17 27
behind 20 27
church 16 27
done 9 27
candle 14 27
oh 9 27
paid 7 27
past 6 27
roll 9 27
third 17 27

TABLE II (continued)
Words and number of Total Number
Their Hard Different of Misspell-
Spots Misspellings ings of Word
of Word
wrote 20 27
another 19 26
between 17 26
brought 11 26
half 18 26
own 18 26
shoot 9 26
watch 15 26
across 14 25
money 10 25
where 14 25
wonder 14 25
yourself 15 25
broken 12 24
carry 13 24
matter 6 24
myself 14 24
off 2 24
to 2 24
anybody 19 23
lead 11 23

TABLE II (continued)
Words and number of Total Uumber
Their Hard Different of Misspell-
Spots Misspellings ings of Word
of Word
very 17 23
being 20 22
cloth 17 22
first 8 22
girl 1 22
iron IE 22
noise 16 22
order 10 22
price 8 22
bird 10 21
children 9 21
eight 14 21
gone 13 21
horse 14 21
many 8 21
meet 5 21
people 14 21
short 8 21
suit 11 21
above 16 20
build 14 20
chair 13 20
4
TABLE II (continued)
Words and number of Total lumber
Their Hard Different of Misspell-
Spots Misspellings ings of Word
of Word
change 11 20
floor 10 20
office 16 20
once 9 20
pa£er 4 20
picture 20 20
point 10 20
asleep 13 19
country 9 19
few 14 19
gray- 9 19
great 7 19
happen 10 19
learn 17 19
sweet 13 19
turn 14 19
warm 8 19
window 11 19
ahead 14 18
beat 5 18
beg 16 18
die 8 18

TABLE II ( continued)
Words and Number of Total Number
Their Hard Different of Misspell-
Spots Misspellings ings of Word
of Word
draw 11 18
early 11 18
even 11 18
flower 12 18
fold 13 18
wide 7 18
step 8 18
strong 12 18
right 8 18
almost 7 17
also 9 17
any 9 17
basket 13 17
before 2 17
both 10 17
grew 8 17
hardly 8 17
hear 6 17
here 4 17
high 10 17
leave 8 17
rvX
TABLE II (continned)
Words and Number of Total Unmber
Their Hard Different of Misspell-
Spots Misspellings ings of Word
of Word
shut 10 17
some 8 17
such 16 17
smoke 10 17
ate 5 16
body 12 16
clear 14 16
everything 11 16
four 9 16
sale 5 16
seat 7 16
Sli£ 12 16
than 1 16
nose 11 16
paint * 16
pass 7 16
please 6 16
reach 13 16
road 5 16
bit 6 15
cap 3 15
c
TABLE II (continued)
Words and dumber of Total dumber
Their Hard Different of Misspell-
Spots Misspellings ings of Word
of Word
donJ[l 5 15
father 3 15
garden IE 15
held 8 15
hurry 1£ 15
shine 11 15
should 6 15
sometime 8 15
told 11 15
made 7 15
mean 7 15
mind 8 15
quick 10 15
ask 8 14
born 8 14
>z 3 14
farm 7 14
lad£ 8 14
lift 10 14
lie 11 14
r(
TABLE II (continued)
Words and Number of Total Number
Their Hard Different of Misspell-
Spots Misspellings ings of Word
of Word
sit 9 14
something 8 14
spend 12 14
study 13 14
talk 10 14
tie 11 14
trig 7 14
were 7 14
wish 4 14
miss 7 14
nobody 12 14
number 11 14
only 11 14
anything 11 13
could 10 13
cry 10 13
summer 10 13
swim 7 13
then 4 13
town 7 13

TABLE II ( continued)
Words and Fumber of Total number
Their Hard Different of Misspell-
Spots Misspellings ings of Word
of Word
very 10 19
rrr\i 4 4- -> 11 13
yesterday 11 13
01 Co 13
a it; 8 rno on ±JL T 9xB
aparu Q T 9
belong y 12
coox c 12
9 1 P11
-Ld X X B Xfi
Pftl "fc XX T 9XS
linger 10 12
ft xs
X X Will I XB
full 7 12
glad 8 12
grade 8 12
hel£ 9 12
hole 9 12
horn 6 12
jump 6 12
know 2 12

TABLE II (concluded)
Words and number of Total Number
Their Hard Different of Misspell-
Spots Misspellings ings of Word
of Word
sent 7 12
silk 8 12
size 9 12
soon 6 12
sorry 10 12
till 5 12
who 6 12
wide 11 12
yellow 9 12
your 5 12
next 10 12
other 5 12
party 11 12
*
implications for teaching are that the 651 words that have
been taught have not yet "become part of the written vocab-
ulary of these pupils. Following the study of these words
and the correction of errors, many opportunities should he
provided for the frequent use of these words.
Table III, which is a classification of the types of
errors made in words of highest frequency, shows these
errors to be errors of omission, substitution, addition,
transposition, and errors of a phonetic nature. This
classification of errors was chosen for this study as
these types of errors were mentioned most frequently by
those who did extensive studies in the field of spelling
errors.
Errors of substitution were the most frequent in
this study, 106; followed by 98 errors of omission; 86
errors of addition; 53 phonetic errors; and 34 errors
of transposition.

TABLE III
Classification of Types of Errors Made in Words of
Highest Frequency.
Word Omission
Substi-
tution
Transpo-
Addition sition Phonetic
receive reoieve
whether wether
business buisness
college collage
straight strait
upon apon
awful offal
course corse
wrap rap
really realy
decide deside
either ether
T)"t ana
^ JL W V w
doesn't dosent
possible posible
clothes cloths
suppose supose
wear ware
"believe belive
weigh weight
!
TABLE III ( continued.)
Substi- Transpo-
Word Omission tution Addition sition Phonetic
whose who
s
written writen
certain certin
surprise surprize
bear hare
different diferent
guess gess
practice pratice
present present
against againest
break brake
quite quit
wait wate
knock nock
their there
woman women
minute minit
until untill
tomorrow tomorow
beautiful beatiful
except exept
touch tuch

TABLE III (continued)
Substi- Transpo-
Word Omission tution Addition sition Phonetic
measure mesure
stitch stich
idea idear
rememb er remd er
several severl
threw through
heart hart
weather wether
lose loose
ought ot
pencil pencle
trouble troble
bridge brige
though thou
although althou
choose chose
haven T t havent
interest intrest
struck strick
afraid afaird
field feild
I'll 111
often ofen
I
TABLE III (continue a)
Substi- Transpo-
Word Omission tution Addition sition Phonetic
together togather
enough enought
does dose
mountain mountian
thousand thousend
animal anamal
"busy buisy
month motmth
whole hole
"board bord
listen lisen
Mr. mister
"button butten
caught cought
except exspect
finish finsh
front frount
it f s its
music muise
quiet quite
through though
else elce

TABLE III (continued)
Subati- Transpo-
Word Omission tution Addition sition Phonetic
address adress
fed fead
heavy heavey
might mite
pretty prity
since sence
excuse excuise
instead insted
sign sine
sure shure
wouldn't wouldent
whom whome
answer anser
bottom botton
kept cept
least lest
o 1 clo ck o clo ck
rabbit rabit
reason reson
among amoung
climb clime
pour pore
too to

Word
didn't
dollar
write
which
world
already
company
hundred
Mrs.
shall
seem
sew
wait
catch
won f t
"birthday
second
"been
bought
doctor
during
friend
fruit
TABLE III f continued)
Substi-
Omission tution
Transpo-
Addition sition Phonetic
wold
wont
"bough
dollor
wright
compeny
Misses
shell
seam
sow
docter
dident
whitch
allready
hundread
wate
chatch
hrithday
secound
"ben
durning
freind
friut
School of Education
library -
c
TABLE III f continued)
Substi- Transpo-
Word Omission tntion Addition sition Phonetio
again agan
copy
color
family-
feel
knew new
mistake
morning moning
shake
speak
thought though
angry
brush
can 1 1 cant
heard herd
shot
always
evening eveing
middle midle
spoil
these
throw
bother
coppy
colar
famely
feal
misstake
shack
speek
engry
bruch
short
allways
spole
thease
through
bouther

TABLE III (continued)
Substi- Transpo-
Word Omission tuition Addition sition Phonetic
cause
wrong
absent
amount
dead
dinner
kick
laugh
those
follow
hungry
mix
need
nor
no thing
rule
steal
strange
there
tire
true
under©
stand
wagon
rong
amont
diner
kik
couse
absant
died
lafe
thoes
fallow
nead
hungrey
mixed
nore
nouthing
ruel
Strang
steel
their
tier
ture
unstand
wagen
cf
TABLE III (continued)
Substi- Transpo-
Omission tution Addition sitionWord Phonetic
young yong
"began
"begin "begen
"behind behine
church chuch
done
handle handly
oh o
paid payed
past passed
roll role
third three
wrote rote
another anther
"between betwen
"brought brough
half haft
own
shoot shot
watch waeh
across
money mony
where ware
begain
dun
owne
accross
(r
TABLE III (continued)
Substi- Transpo-
Word Omission tution Addition sition Phonetic
wonder wounder
yourself yourselve
broken bro oken
carry carrie
matter mater
myself myselve
off of
to too
anybo dy anyboady
lead leed
very verry
"being bing
cloth clouth
first frist
girl gril
iron iorn
noise nose
order oder
price prise
bird brid
children childern
eight ate
gone gon

TABLE III (continued)
Sub sti- Transpo-
Word Omission tution Addition sition Phonetic
horse hores
many meany
meet meat
people peaple
short shot
suit sute
above abouve
build bild
chair chiar
change chang
floor flour
office offic
once wonee
paper papper
picture picktur
point pont
asleep assleep
country contry
few fue
gray grey
great grate
happen hapen
learn lurn

TABLE III (continued)
Sub sti- Transpo-
Word Omission tution Addition sition Phonetic
sweet sweat
turn tern
warm worm
window windo
ahead ahade
beat beet
beg beag
die died
draw drow
early ealy
even eaven
flower flour
fold fould
hide hid
step stept
strong stronge
right wright
almo st allmo st
also all so
any eny
basket baskit
before befor
both bonth
c
TABLE III (continued)
Word Omission
Substi-
tution
Transpo-
Addition sition Phonetic
grew grow
hardly hardley
hear here
here hear
high hight
leave leve
shut shout
some STUD
such shach
smoze smok
«» 4-.»ate eat
body boady
clear clare
every-
thing
everthing
ronr fore
sale sail
seat seet
slip slipe
u nan tnen
nose noes
paint pant
pass pase
please pleas
(C
TABLE III (continued)
Substi- Transpo-
Word Omission txition Addition sition Phonetic
reach rech
road rode
hit bite
cap cat
don T t dont
father farther
garden gardan
held heald
hurry harried
shine shind
should shoxid
sometime somtime
told *toled
made maid
mean meen
mind mine
quick quik
ask asked
horn hron
by buy
farm fram
lady ladie
lift left
I
TABLE III (continued)
word omission
Substi-
4-11 + 4 MWkxution Audition
Transpo-
.j ijsixion rnonexio
116 1 VTAiye
sir a a -v«ser
oil blue
some-
thing
somxning
spend speend
study sturdy
talk took
tie tye
trip trick
were where
wish which
miss mis
nobody nobudy
number munber
only onely
anything enthing
could cood
cry cary
summer sunner
swim swin
then than
town toun

TABLE III (continued)
Substi- Transpo-
Word Omission tution Addition sition Phonetic
two too
very verry
white wite
yesterday yestday
of Oil
after-
noon
arfternoon
apart appart
belong blong
cool koul
ever every
fair fare
felt flet
finger fingur
fly flie
from form
full fol
glad glade
grade grad
help helped
hole hold
horn hone
jump Junp

TABLE III (concluded)
Sub sti- Transpo-
Word Omission tution Addition sition Phonetic
know no
sent scent
silk silke
size sige
soon sone
sorry sory
till til
who how
wide ward
yellow yello
your you 1 re
next nexet
other orther
party paty
Total 98 106 86 34 53
D2i
I
Mendenhall found the most frequent errors to be
errors of omission, substitution of letters, and phonetic
errors.
y
Hildreth , on the other hand, found many errors due
to addition and transposition of letters, but that phonetic
errors are the most common among young children.
Table IV lists all forms, correct and incorrect, of
the word "believe", the number of pupils tested, the fre-
quency of each form of misspelling, the total number of
errors for the word, and the number of forms of error.
The row of figures at the foot of the table shows the
total frequency of error in each of the successive letter
positions of the word "believe." At the bottom of the
table appear the most typical letters in error and the
frequency of those particular errors, - the omission of
the letter "e" occurs 54 times; the omission of the letter
"i" occurs 16 times; and the transposition of "ie" occurs
10 times.
?J J.E. Mendenhall, An Analysis of Spelling Errors , Bureau
of Publications, Uew~Tork: Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity, 1930, p. 5.
3/ Gertrude Hildreth, "Spelling Errors," The Implications
of Research for the Classroom Teacher , National Education
Association, Washington, D.C., 1939, p. 162.
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In the study of spelling errors it is important to
consider all the misspellings for a given word. Within
a particular word there may he sources of difficulty that
are not revealed by an examination of the most frequent
error. In consideration of this fact two analyses of the
word ""believe" were made. In the first, Tahle III, Classi-
fication of Types of Errors Made in Words of Highest Fre-
quency, only the most frequent form of the misspelling
of the word was considered, namely: "helive". This was
considered the partial analysis. In the second analysis,
Tahle IV, all forms of the misspelling of the word were
taken into account. This was entitled the complete anal-
ysis.
In the partial analysis of the most frequent error
for the word "believe" the omission of the letter "en was
found to be a source of difficulty. When all forms of
misspellings of the word "believe" were submitted to a
complete analysis, this error again proved outstanding.
This data tends to show that a partial analysis of errors
for a word would suffice in the majority of cases to in-
y
dicate the spelling difficulty. Mendenhall in his
analysis of spelling errors concluded, "The most frequent
error for a word includes approximately 32 per cent of all
misspellings o"
*
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Purpose of the study .— The purpose of this study
was to compile, tabulate , and analyze the spelling errors
of ten sixth grades in ten communities suburban to a metro-
politan city.
Summary *— The data collected in this study may be
summaraized as follows:
1. Table I shows the grade level in the spelling text
of words misspelled, by 285 sixth grade pupils.
Grade two shows the greatest number of different
misspelled words.
2. The (number) small number of misspellings of
supplementary words shows that most of the words
misspelled were words which had been previously
taught
•
3. Three hundred seventy-five words of highest fre-
quency were used for analysis in Table III. The
frequency of misspellings for these 375 words
ranged from 173 errors to 12 errors per word.
4. Table II shows the hard spots, the total number
of misspellings, and the number of different mis-
spellings of each of the 375 words of highest
frequency.
-66-

5» The types of errors most prevalent in the 375
words most frequently misspelled by the 285 pupils
are analyzed in Table III. There were 106 errors
of substitution, 98 errors of omission, 86 errors
of transposition, 53 phonetic errors, and 34 errors
of addition.
6. Table IY lists all forms, correct and incorrect,
of the word "believe", the number of pupils tested,
the frequency of each form of misspelling, the
total number of errors, the number of forms of
error, and the most typical letters in error. The
omission of the letter "e" occurs fifty-four times,
the omission of the letter "in occurs sixteen times,
and the transposition of "ie" occurs ten times.
Conclusions .— The following conclusions can be drawn
from the data collected in this study:
If There is little transfer from words that have been
previously taught.
2» Spelling errors do not decrease with increased
usage but that errors persist Either in the same
or different form.
3. There are 375 most frequently misspelled words in
this study which are recommended for remedial
study, as these errors were made by many different
pupils.
r
4« An analysis of the most frequent errors in the
words of highest frequency showed that the great-
est number of errors were errors of substitution
and omission.
5 # The list of most frequently misspelled words with
their "hard spots" will serve as a basis for a
more effective teaching and learning program.
6. A study of spelling errors will provide the
necessary information to serve as a basis for
an effective remedial program.
7. There is need for a study of spelling methods
in order to increase the number of words spelled
correctly at all grade levels, but particularly
at that of grade six.
8. A definite remedial program using the results
of this study should be Inaugurated in order to
provide sufficient transfer of the pupils 1 spell-
ing vocabulary.
9. A teacher can gain much information concerning
her spelling problem by initiating a similar
study of spelling errors.
tV
CHAPTER VI
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
1. Carry on an identical study in grades four and five
to discover spelling needs and errors in those grades.
2. Carry on a similar study with a group of boys and a
group of girls to determine if they "both make the same
number and type of errors.
3. Carry on this study with three groups of selected
pupils, one group with above average I.Q. , the second
group with average I.Q., and the third group with
below average I.Q., to determine whether or not
spelling errors are influenced by intelligence.
4. Give these tests to grades four, five, and six in
the same system to find the percentage of carry-over
from grade to grade.
5# Carry on a similar study in two different localities
to discover if there is a difference in spelling needs
as determined by locality.
6. Carry on a similar study with two groups of children,
one from English speaking homes and one from non-English
speaking homes, to determine whether or not spelling
errors are influenced by language background.
-69-
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Primary Remedial Reading Vocabulary
Boston University Educational Clinic
about asleep born child doctor
able at both children does
above ate bother choose doesn't
absent away bottom church dog
across awful bought city dollar
act box class done
add baby boy clean don't
address back bread clear door
afraid bad break climb down
after bag bridge close draw
afternoon ball bright cloth dress
again bank bring clothes drink
against barn broken coat drive
ago basket brother cold drop
ahead be brought college dry
air bear brown color during
alike beat brush come
alive beautiful build company each
all beoause burn cook ear
almo st bed business cool early
alone been busy copyXT V east
along before but cost eat
alreadv beg bottom could egg
also began buy count eight
although begin by country either
always behind course else
am being call cover end
among believe came cross enough
amountV>*Ui V/ Till w bell can crv even
an belong candy
can 1 1
CUT) evening
and best cut ever
anerrv better cap every
animal between car dance everything
another big card dark except
answer bill care day excuse
any bird carry dead expect
anybody birthday case decide eye
anything bit cat deep
apart black catch did face
apple blow caught didn't fair
are blue cause die fall
arm board cent different family
around boat certain dig far
as body chair dinner farm
ask book change do fast
I
fat go
father gold
fed gone
feed good
feel got
feet grade
fell gray
felt great
few green
field grew
fight ground
fill grow
find guess
fine
finger had
finish hair
fire half
first hand
fit handle
fiye hang
fix happen
floor hapDV
flower hard
fly hardly
fold has
follow hat
food have
foot haven 1 t
for he
forget head
fo rero t hear
found heard
four heart
free heavy
friend held
from help
front her
fruit he re
full hide
fun high
funny hill
him
game his
garden hit
gave hold
get hole
girl home
give hope
glad horn
glass ho rse
hot letter
hour lie
house life
how lift
hundred light
hungry like
hunt line
hurry listen
hurt little
live
I long
idea look
if lose
I T11 lost
in lot
inside love
instead low
interest
into made
iron mail
is make
it man
its many
mark
jump matter
just may
me
keep mean
kept measure
kick meat
kill meet
kind men
knew middle
knock might
know mile
milk
lady- mind
land mine
large minute
last miss
late mistake
laugh mix
lay money
lead month
learn more
least morning
leave most
left mother
leg mountain
let move
Mr. page
Mrs* paid
much paint
music paper
must part
my partly
myself pass
past
name pay
near pencil
need people J
never person
new pick
news picture
next piece
nice place
night plan
nine plant
no play
nobody please
noise point
nor poor
north possible
nose pound
not pour
note practice
no thing present
now pretty
number price
print
o 1 clock pull
of push
off put
office
often quick
oh quiet
old quite
on
once rabbit
one rain
only ran
open rather
or reach
order read
other ready
ought real
our really
out reason
over receive
own red
Ir
rememDer show s wory
rest snux
__4 AVrlcn SICK sxrang©
rlCLQ side
right sign strong
ring s hk: S OTTLCK
river since sxuay
road sing such
rock sir on-? +suix
ron sister summer
room _J 4ksit sun
round •a 41msix supper
rubber size suppo se
rule skin sure
run sleep surprise
slip sweet
sad slow swim
safe small
said smoke taDie
sail snow 4. _i_taKe
sale so 4.„ -1 1_taiK
same son
sat sold. teetn
save some ten
saw something 4>A«ten
say sometime 4--Uthan
scnooi son thank
sea song 4-Vie> +
s eat so on b ne
second CI w y Ifso rjry f-Vi-a 4 -r.xneir
see sound them
seem south tnen
seen speak there
sell spend these
send spoil 4* T-\ A TTxney
sent spring + Vitning
set stamp +1»4 —VtninJt
sever stand J.VJ , . 3third
M A Tf A Din 1several C% *T" A "V*b bar + V>4 aliilS
sew
_ 4-_ »4>start those
shake _ 4. — 4. _state though
snail 4. 4. 4 __station thought
she stay thousand
shine steal 4. l_ _^ _three
ship step threw
shoe still through
shoot stitch throw
short stone tie
shot stop till
should store time
tire were
to west
today TXTA+W©
together what
told when
tomorrow where
4> A Atoo wnetner
took wnicn
4. __top TTC7Vl 4 1awnne
touch white
1 .......town who
trade wnoie
train whom
tree whose
trip why
trouble wide
true will
try win
turn nr4 n Awind
two window
winter
understand wish
until rrr4 +1*witn
up -.4 IiVa^ 4-without
upon woman
us wonder
use won't
wood
very word
tt-4 a 4 +V1S1 work
wo no.
wagon would
4 +wait wouldn 1 t
wai-C - wrap
wan wrixe
« till u
war wrong
T7TQ HM
vv a, i ill T»T -y«/^ 4-wroxe
was
wash yard
waxen year
water yenow
way yes
we yesterday
wear yet
weather you
week young
weigh yourself
well
went
I
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DIRECTIONS:
To the Te acher :
1. These tests are te be administered to your entire class.
2. Use the type of paper vhich is regularly used for spelling.
3. Have pupils use pen and ink.
4. Give one test each day.
5. Correct tests but do not grade.
6. Return all test papers in envelope.
<4
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TEST I
Directions: Teacher t o Pupils
Boys and girls, we are going to have a spelling test today.
They are all words you should know how to spell. Number your
papers one to seventy-five in a column. I am going to say the
word first, then say it in a sentence, then say it once more.
You are to write the word on the numbered line on your paper. Do
not write over a word. If you wish to change the spelling, write
the word next to it on the same line. Have you any questions?
Ready to begin. The first word is:
1. about The story is about dogs. about
2. broken The cup is broken. broken
3. dry The ground is very dry. dry
4. hardly There is hardly time to get there. hardly
5. measure Measure very carefully. measure
6. pull Do not pull too hard. pull
7. spend Spend your money very carefully. spend
8. war The story is all about war. Vvar
9. afternoon We shall go this afternoon
.
afternoon
10. button You have lost a button. button
11. expect I did not expect to go. expect
12. heavy The bundle is very heavy. heavy
13. minute Do not waste one minute. minute
14. reach What time will you reach Boston? reach
15. steal Never steal. steal
16. week We shall go next week. week
6
1 H± r . a long j onn v/ent o.ion£, lor oiie nue
.
O 1 /"IT"! lTd lUJlg
1 QlO . card liiary sent me a idra
.
Ldl U
±a
.
else mere was no one eise at nome
.
else
OAcU ni lfiat y»as a goou xii . ni b
O 1Cl . mount a in i cinorrovv we snail cx-liul biie iLoun ucj hi * iLU U XI belli
oocc ri ch X lid Id ii LL X o V .Y I llll* i 1 U 11
ch T1 C D "1"X cc U xJt- tdl 1 1 »-i -j_ Vt llt^Il ,y UU Ll UOO \j 1 ltr D ul cc u • Obi C C- O
eft vi ne oner X QO HOT/ AIlUVv Villt^OlJtrl OI HO A. L lb UX Ut • lF'Vlct T>Vi Ilfc OIlcX
p c; angry EiCiwara is very ang,r> .
CO . chair ull Oil b life LIlo.lI • /» Vi *" T *r>t Xlo 11
97CI • 1 d OXlfcl cl UXlli o L a lit I lb UU do llUIIlfc. fn t hprX d Xlcl
P8CC • V]OW Hnr.- itptiv Vinnl<"c; hp VP vmi resd 1?iiuVi juciii.y U\j\ji\.£> lie* vt ,y^ju i cciu ; Lx\J Vv
PQC C • Ucel IlUli. iicJcil. lo UllC JL.IIUU1 uU .y U Ul IlUUofc I T1 P T»iltcJ X
t»n hi h> p t* TVic. Vjo 1 i c pipdp of t 1 1 hi V">
p
t Til ViViPT1
CI • bure Dt bUI fc yOU dl fc I Iftiily * Oil ^sure
OC . will i v.iii go uomorrov.
.
W11J.
Z "Z arm y crrii is ven sore. arm
*Z/1 climb i v.iii child oiie run Vtitn you. climb
OO . fill1111 Fill t Ho hn+tl c hal f fullrlJ Ullc UUbOlfc Iid.ll lull. f -i 1 1i n
in rUb one dook m une ciosc-l . in
Of. noDoay mere is nooouy m one nouse. no uocy
O O • save Vb e win save one Oj-Q p<apers. save
7Qoy 4- f~\ r~\ xitiiry v. tin so oen o CxOck. ten
WAT) f + 1 V'Uil uc dUlt OU >-J . ir ron T "t~V\' UX1
41. back Put the book back on the shelf. back
42. floor Tne floor is very dirty. floor
43. just It is just nine hours away. just
*
44 . o ! clock We come to school at 9 o'clock. o' clock
45. sell Bo you sell vegetables? sell
46. they They are going to Boston tomorrow
.
they
47. wrong That example is v.rong. wrong
48. beautiful What a beautiful picture! beautiful
49. cook We will cook our lunch outdoors. cook
50. found I found these shells^ in the sand. found
51. land That farmer has a lot of land. land
52. only Ed is only a small boy. only
shine He made the apples shine. shine
54. throw The boys threw the ball. threw
55. believe I believe that is the true story. believe
56. cry That is the cry of a baby. cry
57. game The children liked the game. game
58. left Turn to the left. left
59. page The story is on page four. page
60. side Walk on this side. side
61. told We told you the story. told
62. bit The dog bit the child. bit
62. didn't We didn't go yesterday. didn't
64. gone The children have gone to school. gone
65. listen Stop and listen'. listen
66. people There were many people there. people
67. bother Do not bother your mother. bother
68. mad e Mary made a cake for suoper. ma d e
69. some We have some new books. some
70. trip That was a long trip. trip
I.
dollar I earned a dollar Friday. dollar
upon Once upon a time tnere lived a giant. upon
ooint The point of the pencil is sharp. ooint
skin His skin is white. skin
guess Do not guess guess

TEST II
Directions: Teacher to Pupils
(Same as in Test I)
1. able Mary is able to skate well.
2. brother John is my brother.
5
.
end This is the end of the story.
4. held He held his head high.
5. miss Do not miss a word.
6. read He Can read very v. ell.
7. step The step is very high.
8. weigh How much do you weigh?
9. again Do it again, please.
10. buy We will buy a new car.
11. eye Ellen has a sore eye.
12. hold Hold on tight, Joe.
13. move Do not move, please.
14. ride We went for a long ride
.
15. strong That boy is very strong.
16. which He does not know which book is
17. already He is here already.
18. care Do you care for that picture?
19. fed V»e fed the birds some food.
20. hundred I have one hundred papers.
21. need Mother will need a new dress.
^2 • rule Follow the rule carefully.
23. surprise I am going to surprise you.
24. win I tried to win the game.
able
brother
end
held
miss
read
step
weigh
again
buy
eye
hold
move
ride
strong
which
already
care
fed
hundred
need
rule
surprise
win
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25. animal Put the animal in the barn. animal
26. change Change papers
.
change
27. find Find the place. find
28. inside Put the book inside your desk. inside
23. noise What a loud noise! noise
30. saw Jack saw the new picture. saw
31. than Mary's paper is better than John's. than
•zp wood The desk is made of wood
.
wood
33. around Y*'e will go around the house. around
34. close Please close the door. close
55. flower That is a pretty flower. flower
36. keep You may keep that book. keep
37. of Keep out of the way. of
c3 • send Please send the letter to Dad. send
39. thing That is a good thing to do. thing
40. wrote He wrote a long letter. wrote
41. bad John had a bad fall. bad
42. cool Today is very cool. cool
43. four John has four books. four
44. large This room is very large. large
45. open Do not open the door
.
open
46. ship V»e saw the ship on the ocean. ship
47. through You may go through this room. through
48. because I must go because it is dark. because
49. cup Vvhat a beautiful cud! ("Ml TS
50. garden We strolled through the garden. garden
51. leg The bird has a broken leg. leg
#-
paid We paid for the tickets. paid
sign Put on a sign on the door. sign
tomorrow You may go tomorrow. tomorrow
bell Stop when the bell rings. bell
die Do not let the flowers die. die
good That is a good story. good
little He is a little boy. little
person She is a fine person
.
person
sleep The baby will not go to sleep
.
sleep
trouble What is the trouble? trouble
poor She is a poor reader. poor
spoil Do not let the food spoil. spoil
done He has done a fine job. done
black The paper is black. black
us John gave us some candy. us
something He had something in his hand. somethin
had We had a fine time. had
mail Bring me the mail
,
please. mail
bottom Put that book on the bottom. bottom
during We played during the morning. during
push Do not push in line. push
warm This room is very warm. warm
meat Vv'e had meat for dinner. meat
has He has a good paper. ha s
-:
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TEST III
Directions
:
Teacher to Pupils
(Same as in Test I)
1. above Put it above the table. above
2. brought I brought you this book. brought
3.- enough That is enough. enough
4. help John help Mary. help
5. say Say the sentence after me. say
6. thank I thank you. thank
7. word That word is wrong. word
8. against The boys play against the girls. against
9. by Go by_ the road to school. by
10. face Your face is not clean. face
11. hole There is a hole in the fence. hole
12. mistake Watch out for a mistake. mistake
13. Mr
.
I spoke to Mr* Jones. Mr.
14. sent We sent the oapers to the office. sent
15. think I tnink that is true. think
16. yard Keeo the yard clean. yard
17. also Mary is going also. also
18. carry Please carry my books. carry
19. feed We will feed the dog tonight. feed
20. hungry The children are hungry. hungry
21. live We live in America. live
22. never I am never late for school. never
23. shoe That shoe is old. shoe
24. throw Hov, far can you throw the ball? throv
<-
ft
25. possible That might be possible. possible
26. another We have another test tomorrow. another
27. child The chila is lost. child
28. fine That is fine I fine
29. instead I will go instead of you. instead
30, make Can you make a cake? make
51, nor It is neither right nor wrong. nor
32. silk The dress is made of silk. silk
35. too You may try too. too
34. put Vve out the tools away. put
35. as It is just _as you say. as
36. cloth That is pretty cloth. cloth
37. fly Birds fly soutn in winter. fly
38. kept I kept the best papers. kept
39. off Jump off the diving board. off
40. slip Do not let the paper slip. slip
41. true That is true. true
42. ready- Tne boys are ready to go. ready
43. bag Fill the bag with vegetables. bag
44. free You are free now. free
45. last That is the last one. last
46. well He did his work well. well
47. or Give me either a pen or a pencil. or
48. sometime I will go sometime. sometime
49. pick How many berries did you pick? pick
50. bed Put the baby to bed
.
bed
51. use We will use ail those materials. use

52. bought Dad bought a new car yesterday. bought
Jo . gave We gave you all the paper. gave
54. still Stand still. still
55. got She got very tired. got
56. blov/ How the wind did blow I blow
57. hair Jack had his hair cut. hair
58. was She was very happy. was
53. copy Make a cooy of this paper for me. copy
60. spring iAost people like soring weather. spring
61. wind The wind blew hard. wind
62. belong I belong to that club. belong
63. hat Ellen has a new hat. hst
64. meet I will meet you at the station. meet
65. wait Wait while I get ready. wait
66. let JacK let all the boys play. let
67. struck He struck the ball hard. struck
68. different That is no different. differ*
63. right You are right. right
70. don't You don't know the answer. don't
71. sweet That cake is very sweet. sweet
72. each We will give each of vou a pencil. each
73 ns i ,i "h TTcp "ppri ^siirt". nn "hhp Vidy\J *D \Z .JUXil U U J 1 O Ul ij \J .A. . r\q ~1 n +\J cl X J 1 O
74. cut Be careful not to cut your finger. cut
75. run How fast can you run? run
%
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TEST IV
Directions: Teacher to Pupils
(Same as in Test I)
1. absent Kenry is absent today. absent
2
.
box The box is open. box
3. ear He is deaf in one ear. ear
4. have I have two new books
.
have
5. man The man has lost his way. man
6. mix John, mix the paints. mix
7. quick Be quick about it. quick
6. stamp Put the stamp on the envelope. stamp
9. wash Be sure and wash your ears. wash
10. ahead I will go ahead of you. ahead
11. brown The leaves are brown. brown
12. even Even the children came. even
15, her That is her book. her
14. men In America all men are equal. men
15. real That is a real lion. real
16. stitch A stitch in time saves nine. stitch
17. went Mother went to Boston. went
18. although Mary came although she said she wouldn T t. although
13. call I will call for you. call
20. fair The weather is fair today. fair
21. home We go home at 3 o'clock. home
22. Mrs
.
Mrs. Smith called me. Mrs
.
23. ring Did you ring the bell? ring
24. study Be sure to study hard
.
study
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25. white The dress is white. white
26. ago It happened long ago. ago
27. case He has a good case to study. case
28. feel Do you feel well? feel
29. hunt The boys went on a hunt
.
hunt
30. new This building is new. new
51. sad Do not look sad. sad
52. swim Edward learned to swim this summer. swim
53. window Please close the window. window
54. answer Give me the answer. answer
35. children The children have gone home. children
36 . finger His finger is cut. finger
37. interest He shows great interest in his work. interest
38. north The wind blov/s from the north. north
39. school We come to school at 9 o ? clock. school
40. that Is that all? that
41. work Do your v/ork well. work
42. ask Do not ask too many questions. ask
43. clothes Keep your clothes clean. clothes
44. fold Fold your paper carefully. fold
45. kick Joe can kick very high. kick
46. office The office is closed. office
47. set This is a new set of books. set
48. third He belongs to the third grade. third
49. bail The ball is in the closet. ball
50. cost It cost five cents. cost
51. friend Nancy is my friend. friend
<
r52. late Try not to be late. late
55. order I will order the book for you. order
54. shoot Do not shoot at the birds. shoot
55. tie John's tie is new. tie
56. been Where have you been? been
57. dance We learned a new dance. dance
58. get Please get the paper cutter. get
59. letter Mail the letter to Mother, please. letter
60. paper The paper is too small. paper
61. since He has been here since morning. since
62. took He took all the pencils. took
63. best That is the best book. best
64. dig We had to dig for it
.
dig
65. grade This is the sixth grade. grade
66. blue Her dress is blue. blue
67. long You were gone a long time. long
68. picture That is a beautiful picture. picture
69. slow Don't be so slow. slow
70. try- Always try your hardest. try
71. pound That box weighs a pound. pound
72. door Please close the door. door
73. very- He is very sorry. very
74. son He is a good son. son
75. half Mary gave me half. half
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TEST V
Directions: Teacher to Pupils
if
(Same as in Test 1)
X • across She went across the walk. across
2. brush Wash your paint brush carefully. brush
3. evening It rained last evening. evening
4. here Put the book nere. here
5. money He has little money. money
6. really Is that really so? really
7. stone The stone was rough. stone
8. west The building faces west. west
9. air Thrt air is good. air
10. came I came yesterday. came
11. fall Do not let the child fall. fall
12. hope We hone you will be able to come. hope
15. much Do not give too much. much
14. river The river is very high. river
15. such He is such a good boy. such
16. whole Divide the whole into four parts. v hole
17. always Always try your hardest. always
IS. cat My cat is yellow
.
est
19. feet Keep your feet cn the floor. feet
20. hurry Do not nurry. hurry
21. nev.s Did you hear the news? news
22. safe He was safe. safe
23. table The table is too high. table
24. wish What is your wish? wish

r25. any We haven't any chalk. any
26. choose I choose you. choose
27. finish Run to the finish line. finish
88. into Put the apples into the bag. into
29. nose His nose is sore
.
nose
50. sea He sailed on the sea
.
sea
31. the Please open the window. the
32. world The world is round. world
53. asleep Do not fail asleep. asleep
34. coat The dog's coat is thick. coat
'Z ct>0 . follow Let the dog follow you. follow
36 . kill Do not kill the birds. kill
37. often She goes to town very often. often
38. seven V,e have seven geographies. seven
39. those Put those books away. those
40. yes Yes, that is correct. yes
41. bank We put money in the bank. bank
42
.
middle Sit in the middle. middle
43. other Tnat is the other book. other
44. short The story is short. short
45. could We could go tomorrow. could
46. from ~ Two from three is one. from
47. laugh He made us laugh. laugh
48. time Ee sure to be on time. time
be for f You e"o before me. "h p f*nrp%J J. \J ± C
50. part That is my part
.
part
51. sing We sing every morning. sing
*
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r
52. dark It is growing dark. dark
55. girl That girl is very small. girl
54. lie Never tell a lie. lie
55
.
touch Do not touch. touch
56. better That is much better. better
57. piece You may have one piece of paper. piece
58. small That is too small. small
59 two I have two apples. two
60. dinner Come back efter dinner. dinner
61. water Have a drink of water. water
6£. gray The kitten is gray. gray
65. boy He is a tall boy. boy
64. wagon Jack has a new red wagon. wagon
65 look Always look before you cross the street. look
66. pour You may pour the milk. pour
67. board The board is two inches thick. board
68. quiet The room is very quiet. quiet
69. song Choose a song to sing. song
70. down He has gone down the street. down
71. hand Hole the ball in your left hand. hand
7fc. haven T t We haven't any history books. haven't
75. many There are many toys in the room. ma ny
74. stand Always stand straight. stand
75. early Start early in the morning. early
*
TEST VI
Directions: Teacher to Pupil s
(Same as in Test I)
1. act That is a good act. act
2. build The carpenter will build the house. build
3. ever Does he ever so? ever
A hide UOgS Il-LQfc DUQcs a Vi l rf c
5. month This is the month of October. month
6. reason Give us four good reasons
.
reason
7. stop Always stop on the red light. stop
8. were We were here all day. were
9. aliKe The twins look alike. alike
-L J • can i oil Cc^n oo id j.1 j ou Tiiy . can
11. family I live with my family. family
12. norn The man blew the horn. horn
IS. music That is sweet music. music
14. road The road is very curved. road
15. suit John has a new suit. suit
16. who Do you know who he is? who
17. am I am very busy. am
18. catch Try to catch the ball. catch
19. fell The child fell down. fell
20. hunt Hunt for vour ienoi 1
.
llu.ii u
21. next It is your turn next. next
22. said He said he knew all about it. said
25. take We will taKe you with us. take
24. winter It will soon be winter. winter
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25. anybody Did anybody lose some money? anybody
26 . church I went to church Sunday. church
27. fire Put the fire out. fire
28. iron Part ©f the desk is made of iron. iron
29. not It is not right. not
30. seat You may take the front seat. seat
31. their That is their Dlace. their
32. world The world is round. world
at Mary, sit at this desk. at
34. cold This is a cold day. cold
35. food Food is expensive today. food
36. kind The teacher is very kind. kind
37. oh Oh, now funny
t
oh
7 ftc O • several We have several of those books. several
39
.
this Bo you like this story? this
40. yellow That is a pretty shade of yellow. yellow
41. barn The barn is painted red. barn
42 count How far did you count? count
43. front Stand in the front of the room. front
44. lay Lay the books on the table. lay
45. ought You ought to know. ought
46. shot He shot at the target. shot
47. till Wait till I go. till
48. beg The dog has learned to beg. beg
49. day It is a very rainy day. day
50. give Give the pencil to Helen. give
51. life He has lived a long life. life
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52. party We all went to the narty. party
*jt-- • sir Yes, sir, thaX is right. sir
54. top The top of the car is black. top
55
.
between They had the doe: sit between them. between
56. do Yes, you may dp it. do
57. great He is a great man. great
58. lose Do not lose your place. lose
59. place Find the place
.
place
60. smoke Smoke poured from the chimney. smoke
61. turn It is your turn. turn
62. practice Did you practice your lesson? practice
63. might You Eight try to do it. might
64. soon We will knov, very soon. soon
65 quite That is quite right. quite
66. star The star v*as very bright. star
67. boat John owns a beautiful boat. boat
68. he He is very shy. he
69. very Mary is very tall. very
70. draw Draw a picture of a boat. draw-
71. handle Take the kettle by the handle. handle
72. bread Bread is the best food. bread
73. watch Viatch me very carefully. watch
74. mark He made a mark where he is to stop. mark
75. east The sun rises in the east. east
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TEST VII
Directions
:
Te-c cher to Puoils
(Same as in Test I)
1. add Mary, add the first column. add
2. burn We watched the house burn down. burn
3. every We go to school almost every day. every
4. high Eat. Whitney is a high mountain. high
5. more There are no more cookies in the box. more
6. receive Kow many crayons did you receive? receive
7. store My mother has gone to the store. store
8. wet John's shoes are wet
.
wet
9. alive The bird is still alive. alive
10. candy All children like candy. candy
11. far Columbus sailed far away
.
far
12. horse That horse won the race. horse
15. must We must all listen carefully. must
14. summer Summer is a happy time. summer
15. whom Whom did you meet? whom
16. among Sit among your friends. among
17. caught JacK caught four fish. caught
18. felt John felt sorry. felt
19. I I
(
told him the story. I
20. nice He is a nice dog. nice
21. rock The rock is very large. rock
22. sail Did you ever sail a boat? sail
talk V hen you talk open your mouth. talk
24. with Jack went with Joe
.
with

25. anything Have vou anything for me? anything
26. city- Boston is a city. city
27. first Trv to be first. first
25. is This paper _is very good. is
29. note Mary wrote me a note. note
30. second John is in the second grade. second
31. them The books belong to them. them
32. wouldn* z I wouldn't go anyway. wouldn '
t
33. town Framin^ham is a town. town
34. way This is the shortest way. way
o5 • though It looks as though he should win. though
36. wait Do not wait for Francis. wait
37. yesterday Mother went to Boston yesterday. yesterday
58. ate We ate our lunch outdoors. ate
39. college My brother is going to college. college
40. under The road is under the bridge. under
41. foot My foot is sore. foot
42. tire The tire is flat. tire
43. knew I knew he was right. knew
44. mile We walked a mile. mile
45. old He is an old man. old
46. sew Mary is learning to sew. sew
47. basket Put the eggs in the basket. basket
48. break Do not break your pencil. break
49. country We live in a free country. country
50. fruit Children should eat fruit. fruit
51. lead Lead the way
.
lead

52. matter What is the matter? matter
55. our It is our house. our
54. should You should always try hard. should
55. began It began to rain. began
56. dead The bug is dead. dead
57. glad I am glad you came. glad
58. lift Tnat is too heavy to lift. lift
59. head Hold your head high. head
60. dress Mary has a new dress. dress
61. hang Hang on tight
.
hang
68. lost The football is lost. lost
65. big What a big girl
I
big
64. green The walls are green. green
65. doctor The doctor examined us yesterday. doctor
66. eat Eat all your dinner. eat
67. body- He has a large body. body
68. plan That is a good plan. plan
63. rabbit The rabbit can run fast. rabbit
70. sister My sister is here. sister
71. start You may start the game. start
72. present John brought a present. present
73. sorry We are very sorry. sorry
74 . snow Snow is white. snov.
75. pass You may pass the -papers. pass
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TEST VIII
Directions: Teacher to Pupils
(Same as in Test I)
1. address Write the address on the paper. address
2. business John has a good business. business
3. everything She has everything ready. everything
4. hill The hill is very steep. hill
5. morning We leave in the morning. morning
6. red The cover of the book is red. red
7. story The story was very interesting. story
8. what What a story! what
9. all That is all now. all
10. can 1 1 We can't go today. can * t
11. farm We drove to the farm. farm
12. hot The stove is very hot. hot
13. my That is my desk. my
14. roll Do not roll the paper. roll
15. sun The sun rises in the east. sun
16. whose Whose desk is this? whose
17. amount That is the total amount. amount
18. cause What is the cause of the trouble? cause
19. few We have a few pennies to spend. few
20. idea That is a good idea. idea
21. night The night is dark. night
22. sale The house is for sale. sale
(Co . teach I will teach you to skate. teach
24. without I cannot go without you. without
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25. apart Pull it apart carefully. apart
26. first John is in the first class. first
27. fit It does not fit very well. fit
28
.
it Put _it in the drawer. it
29. nothing There is nothing more. nothing
30. see We see you now. see
31. then Tnen you will go. then
32. wrap Wrap up the bundle, please. wrap
away I put the books away. away
34. color That is a oretty color. color
35. for Vvhat is it for? for
36. knock I heard a knock on the door. knock
37. on Put _on your rubbers. on
38. shake Do not shake the tree. shake
39. thought We thought you knew. thought
40. yet We are not ready yet
.
yet
41. be Can that be true? be
42. course We followed the course of the river. course
43. begin Ready, begin. begin
44. decide We will decide tomorrow. decide
45. full The pitcher is full. full
46. learn Where did you learn that? learn
47. out Put out the fire. out
48. show We will show you our notebooks. show-
49. to Helen went to the store. to
50. bill That is the bill for the books bill
51. does She does well in school. does
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glass The glass is broken. glass
53
.
light Light the lamps. light
54 s it Sit very quietly. sit
55. trade Trade is important business. trade
56 . book That book is good. book
57. drink You may neve a drink. drink
58. grew The plants gcew slowly. grew
59. lot We have a lot of plants. lot
60. past Do not go oast the door. past
61. so Is that so? so
62. understand I understand you can swim. understand
62. bridge That is a susoension bridge. bridge
64. happen When did that happen? he poen
65 may You may go to the movies. may
66. hear I hear you like to go to school. hear
67. milk All children should drink milk. milk
68. sound Sound the horn at the door. sound
63. we Yv e went to the library. we
70. pretty That is a pretty hat. pretty
71. walk It was a long walk. walk
72. eight Come st eight o'clock. eight
plant That plant is dying. plant
74. state What state do you live in? state
75. rain The rain was very cold. rain
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TEST IX
Biractions
:
Teacher to Pupils
(Same as in Test I)
I. afraid She was afraid of the dog;
.
afraid
2. busy V;e were busy all day. busy
3. except You may keep all except one. except
4. him Put him in line. him
5. most You have the most. most
6 . remember I remember seeing him. remember
7. straight Draw a straight line. straight
6. when When did you come? when
9. almost That is almost ri^ht. almost
10. cap Someone lost a cap. cap
11. fast He is a fast runner. fast
12. hour I will be ready in one hour. hour
13. myself I shall go myself. myself
14. room The room is full. room
15. supper Supper is ready. supner
16. why Why did you go? why
17. an John has an apple. an
18. cent Put a cent in the slot. cent
19. field The field has been seeded. field
20. if You may play if you can. if
21
.
nine Mary nas nine pencils
.
n i rip
22. same That is the same story. same
Co • teach 1 will teach you to play. teach
24. womsn That y-oman is my mother. v>oman
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(CO . apple The aonle is not ripe. apple
(CD . clean xveep c-ne room ciecn. ciean
or)
ft 7 . x ive j om acS live cents. i ive
(CO . It 1 it' s one same Doy
.
It ' s
<dy
.
now 1 o.m reauy ^ov . now
30 seem ivia it seem one same to you.' seem
Ol • ne r e 4~ la ^ n r
Oft . write v>ritfc \ our n&me on une 1 irsi line. write
av,i ul Tnat is awful. awiul
1-7 A come You may come with me. come
*~7 r—CO. 1 orget Do not forget your coat. 1 orget
36 . know I know all about it
.
know
37 once You tell me once. once
DOi snail I shall not go. shall
ry QO «7 thousand The farmer has a thousand chickens
.
thousand
40 . you You may come with me. you
41 bear Bear to the left
.
bear
cover rut tne cover on. cover
43 . I un Th&t was fun. i un
44 . iea.su At least you should try. least
fro cw f^y "t"Vipi 1 11mnUU U V Cl u ilC
.1 LlJii
(
J • UVcI
/I C40 . shut lie snuo tne ooor. shut
4 r • today ua.o ie± t LOQci.y. today
4o . year It was a short year. year
43. behind Put it behind the door. behind
50. deep The water is deep. deep
51. go You may go to the movies. go
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52. like We all lirte that book. like
53. pay- Mary vill pay for the tickets. pay
54. six We have six dollars. six
55. train The train was late. train
56. bird The bird sang sweetly. bird
57. doesn 1 t She doesn 1 t wish to go. doesn 1 t
58. ground The ground was very wet. ground
59. love Children love their parents. love
60. play We will play baseball today. play
61. soft The ball is soft. soft
62. until W'ait until tomorrow. until
63. born He was born on Monday. born
64. drive We are going to drive to New York. drive
65. happy Everyone was very happy. happy
66. me He put me in front me
67. price That is a big price
.
price
68. south Birds fly south in winter. south
69. bright The light is very bright. bright
70. eight John has eight examples finished. eight
71. heard We heard the bell. heard
72. mind I do not mind the noise. mind
73
.
ran pan
74. wall The wall is very high. wall
75. wear Wear your new hat tomorrow. wear
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TEST X
Directions ; 'Teacher to Pupils
(Same as in Test I)
1. your That is your paper. your
2. both We will try both. both
2O • drop Be careful not to drop your paint
.
drop
4. hard That was a hard lesson. hard
5. mean Do you understand whet I mean? mean
6. print The print is very small. print
7. speak Try to speak distinctly. speak
8. want We want you ail to come. want
9. yourself Keep it to yourself. yourself
10. bring You may bring it to me. bring
11. either Give me either one. either
12. heart His heart is beating fast. heart
13. mine That is mine. mine
14. rather I would rather you had it. rather
15. stay Try and stay for awhile. stay
16. weather The weather is perfect. weather
17. after You come after me. after
18. but Yes, but it is not right. but
13. excuse What is your excuse? excuse
20. his The hat is his
.
his
21. mother His mother .iust came. mother
o o
<Lc . rest Try and rest for a minute. rest
23. strange That is strange. strange
24. where Vvhere was it put? where
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cD • alone He went alone. alone
26 . car The car is here
.
car
27. fat How fat he is
.
fat
28. house The nouse is painted white. house
29
.
name His name is in the book. name
50 round The world is round. round
31 supoose I suppose he Knows. suppose
32 wide The paper is very wide. wide
33 and Tne paper and pencil are gone. and
34. certain He is certain it is true. certain
35 fight Do not fight
.
fight
36 . I'll I'll try not to move. I'll
37. no Tnere is no inK in my inkwell. no
38. sat She sat very quietly. sat
tell You tell us the story. tell
40. wonder No wonder he cries. wonder
41. are There are plenty of pencils. are
42. clear That is very clear. clear
43. fix We can fix that easily. fix
44. iurno How: high can you .lump? lump
45. number That is the correct number. number
46 written He has written iiary a letter. written
47. seen I have seen the whole picture. seen
48. these Put these away. these
49 baby The baby is tired. baby
50. company V.e had company today. company
51. forgot I forgot the answer. forgot
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52
.
ladv She is a real lady. lady
53 one I have one pen. one
54 she She reads well. she
55 tnr e e There are three boys in the office. three
56 The do^s are verv vouns. voung
57. beat Mary beat Alice in the race. beat
5R Do not cross the grass. cross
59 fun nv That wes a funny story. funny
1 Dp VP IjFoVp vour book here
.
leave
61 own That book is mv own. ov/n
62 s i ck John was sick in the morning. sick
63 to^P thrr Keep together. together
64 being Are you being careful? being
65. did He did a fine job. did
66 . gold The ring is made of gold
.
gold
67 birthday Come to my birthday party. birthday
68. dog That dog can do tricks. dog
69 2 r ov. How much did you grow? g row
70 line Stand in line. 1 i rip
71 o e n c i 1 Your nencil is broken. pencil
72 size Marv ' s shoes are size three. size
73 . sold Thp house is sold.XXX V, X X U. fc— V _1_ *-s v> _X_ VJ. • sol do w x_ vx
74 . low Thp Wrtf-y i c 1 nv; in thp Vs.p1 1X. X » v_ V. Cx L/ v_ 1 J_. u_/ _L_ v 1 -X. XX L/ 1 1 \Z 1» C j 1_ • 1 nwXu Vv
75 please Please come here. please
76. tree That tree is a maple. tree
77. up Get up on the wall. up
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Tabulation of Spelling Errors
Total Total
Grade
Level Word
Mis-
spellings
Grade
Level
Mis-
Word spellings
5 about 6 5 among 42
4 able 10 6 amount 29
6 above 20 S an 3
5 absent 29 S and 1
2 across 25 4 angry 32
5 act 4 3 animal 50
5 address 45 3 another 26
3 afraid 55 4 answer 43
5 after 5 4 anybody 23
4 afternoon 12 5 anything 13
4 again 33 6 apart 12
4 against 75 S are 1
4 ahead 18 2 arm 10
4 air 1 2 around 5
5 alike 9 S as 4
5 alive 8 3 ask 14
S all 3 asleep 19
3 almo st 17 S at 1
4 along 11 2 ate 16
a i ready Q *± awful 118
4 also 38 2 bag 8
6 although 17 2 barn 9
4 always 56 3 basket 17
S am 31 2 bear 79
b
Total Total
Grade
Level Word
Mis-
spellings
Grade
Level Word
Mis-
spell
4 beat 18 2 blue 7
4 beautiful 66 4 board 49
3 because 11 2 boat 10
S bed 3 4 body 16
2 been 34 2 book 3
3 before 17 4 born 14
S beg 18 3 both 17
2 began 27 6 bother 30
3 begin 41 5 bottom 43
S behind 27 5 bought 34
S being 22 2 box 5
6 believe 81 3 boy 1
2 bell 2 2 bread 5
4 belong 12 6 break 75
3 best 7 5 bridge 57
3 better 11 3 bright 11
5 between 26 2 bring 6
S big 3 5 broken 24
2 bill 6 2 brother 10
2 bird 21 3 brought 26
4 birthday 35 3 brown 10
2 bit 15 3 brush 32
2 black 5 4 build 20
4 blow 9 4 burn 11

Ill
Total Total
Grade Mis- Grade His-
•
Level Word spellings Level Word spellings
6 business 143 2 chair 20
3 "busy 50 6 change 20
2 but 1 3 child 10
6 "button 48 3 children 21
4 buy 10 5 choose 56
4 by 14 2 church 27
2 call 3 city 7
2 came 4 3 class
S can 1 3 clean- 3
2 candy 4 3 clear 16
2 can f t 32 3 climb 42
2 cap 15 3 close 11
3 ear 2 3 cloth 22
5 card 6 3 clothes 84
3 care 4 2 coat 5
mm3 carry 24 2 cold 11
4 case 6 S college 142
S cat 7 3 color 33
3 catch 36 2 come 1
3 caught 47 5 company 38
5 cause 30 3 cook 4
2 cent 11 S cool 12
5 certain 80 6 copy 33

Total Total
Grade
T.ftVfll H U 1U
Mis-
ptiaT T ^ ti c*n
Grade
XI v? V OX if yj x vi
Mis-
PTlftT 1 Tl JO* C5
a e*ri h+V/vO li ft p ft ft a
p UU U. J. u. xO <ZO J ft ft >> f X ft7O 1
.
g19 ftA 1") "yi XV/U UX1 b ft S »3 ft oaog X
coun «ry If A cLOxxstr AO40
B UU U. i O O p ft An A c 1
O covBr 7 A ft ft-n t X XX
rt9 ^ >*ft <a a q O /3 ft ft udoor 9
pH cry X%> S down P
p ft7T T"\cup Bo <s draw T ft
2 «ri t A p ft -»»ft a a ftO
OT1 l*» ft a p u.rxiiJt XX
X A. 7 4 uri v D
pH ft fJTT n p crop XX
A A ft O aO a.ry Q7
5 i n4 A** ft 71 >* ~? t* n»U.U.X XIIg ^A
o ^ AftTIvXOOp 9 each p
2n All P ear p
4 didn'tu.x mi u •J ftp -yO 77SO xXjr 1 ftXO
*/ U.X w 1 ft A ft ft "T" A
A** *t -p-PftT»ftVl + 7Q1 V p ea u a
3 dig 5 2 egg
2 dinner 29 2 eight 21
S do 8 5 either 97
4 doctor 34 5 else 46

Total Total
Grade
Level Word
Mis-
spellings
Grade
Level Word
Mis
spe
2 end 1 2 feet 4
3 enough 54 3 fell 11
4 even 18 4 felt 12
4 evening 31 3 few 19
3 ever 12 4 field 55
2 every 9 3 fight 11
3 everything 16 2 fill 10
5 except 65 3 find 8
5 excuse 44 3 fine 8
5 expect 47 3 finger 12
2 eye 8 5 finish 47
6 face 10 2 fire 4
3 fair 12 3 first 22
2 fall 6 6 fir 8
4 family 33 2 five 2
3 far 8 3 fix 9
2 farm 14 4 floor 20
2 fast 3 2 flower 18
S fat 2 3 fly 12
4 father 15 S fold 18
2 fed 45 4 follow 28
2 feed 6 2 food 1
S feel 33 4 foot 1

Grade
Level w oro.
toml
Mis-
spellings
Grade
Level w ro.
roxai
Mis-
spellings
•Pawtor 2 gone 21
O forget •71 2 good
xorgo t; Q9 3 got 7
IT 17
1
IT grade 1<5
©B lour lb 4 gray- 19
iree 3 great 19
IT9 iriexiu. o*± 2 green 4
S ironi JLB 4 grew 17
9 ironx 5 ground A9
9 xraib Crx 2 grow mO
ft Iul J. lc 5 guess 79
|8 Amxun had cO
itO funny 10 s hair A9
p gain© 71 IT3 hair A
p i-iiet w3 Avigs. raeri IO IT3 nana 1
gave IT 5 handle 27
© gex 19 IT3 bang 11
© girl 00 5 happen 19
© give ITO s happy 5
2 glad 12 s hardly 17
3 glass 10 s has 1
S go s hat
4 gold 4 s have 2
114
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Grade
Level Word
Total
Mis-
spellings
Grade
Taw »1Level ora
Toxal
Mis-
spellings
5 haven 1 t Ob S hot 2
s he 1 s hour 7
s neacL 1 s house 2
s hear 17 s + ____how 1
A
*± nearu. 3 hundred 38
5 heart 60 5 hungry 28
4 heavy A C45 S hunt 6
m
s held 8 4 hurry 12
3 help 12 3 hurt
aS her 3 s I 2
5 here n ft17 5 idea 63
3 hide lb As if 4
4 high "i n17 3 T f 1 1I T ll 55
A6 hill AB CIS in
s hlZQ 3 3 inside HI7
A
s
v. J _his 4 instead 44
8 V4 4.hit A9 5 interest 56
B no±a 10 3 into 1
3 hole 12 4 iron 22
s home 1 S is
3 hope 6 S it 1
S horn 12 4 its 47
S horse 21 2 jump 12

Total Total
Grade
ii© vei V7 oro.
Mis-
spellings
Grade
ii©vei w oru.
Ms-
spellings
p J us u ii Aft 11© 1 Aif*
9 .Keep ao ft 1116 ft
ft ACCft9 cO 111 u 14
E9 KICK PQ pB ngnu 9
pB Kill 9 B llKe 1
9 Kinci O E8 "1 Hi-noline E9
9 A^t lis li ©XI AQ
9 KTlO CiC f 9 p indole Q
A
ft K flUW pB 1 -firalive 9
1 o ^ TTiaay 1ft p long E9
<z land U pB lOOK pB
o large 11 9 1 a alose 99
p xs.su 9 pB XOs a r;1
9 lave 1U 9 1 Jk 4-10 X n1
9 ±&ugn erf pB love
KO lay cO E9 *1 /MKT10W ft
1 a o ^leaci c9 B made 19
117 9 win ^ T 9
e
«j A"*,ft9 pB /Ift
ct9 leave 1 i pB man u
s left 8 2 many 21
3 leg 8 6 mark 8
2 let 7 4 matter 24
2 letter 11 2 may 1
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Total Total
Grade
Level Word
Mis-
spellings
Grade
.Level w ora
Mis-
spellings
S me 2 4 Mr. 49
mean 10 4 Mrs. rr o38
measure 04 e much 8
oC meax Qo 4 music 47
1a meet ©T must 7
m
c. men S S my
A4 mid.die IT31 3 myself 24
3 might 40 2 name 8
A4 mile 6 —3 near 10
Z mllE 4 3 need 28
A4 mind lo S never 9
rr3 mine 10 s new 6
1O AQ 4 news 10
IT
a miss 14 3 next 12
9 mistake 33 2 nice 11
BO mix s night 10
4 money <50 3 •nine 4
c
s month 00 S no 5
mo re 4 5 nobody 14
E morning noo 4 noise 22
2 most 7 6 nor 28
2 mother 3 north 6
3 mountain 51 2 no 86 16
4 move 4 2 not 7

Total Total
Grade
Level Word
Mis-
spellings
Grade
Level Word
Mis-
spellings
S note 7 3 own 26
4 nothing 28 3 page 3
2 now 4 5 paid 27
4 number 14 4 paint 16
3 o T clock 43 4 paper 20
S of 13 4 part 10
3 off 24 2 party- 12
4 office 20 3 pass 16
3 often 55 5 past 27
2 oh 27 6 pay 4
2 old 1 4 pencil 59
S on 1 3 people 21
3 once 20 4 person 10
2 one 2 5 pick 8
3 only 14 3 picture 20
3 open 5 3 piece 90
S or 4 3 place 9
6 order 22 5 plan 11
4 other 12 3 plant 3
4 ought 59 2 play 2
S our 9 5 please 16
2 out 2 5 point 20
2 over 2 S poor 2
•
119
Grade
Level Word
Total
Mis-
spellings
Grade
Level Word
Total
Mis-
spellings
5 possible 87 6 reason 43
S pound 9 5 receive 173
6 pour 42 2 red 1
5 practice 76 4 remember 63
3 present 76 4 rest 4
3 pretty- 45 3 rich 8
5 price 22 2 ride 7
4 print 9 3 right 18
3 pull 9 3 ring 3
5 push 10 3 river 2
2 put 6 4 road 16
3 quick 15 4 rock 6
5 quiet 47 2 roll 27
4 quite 75 2 room 1
3 rabbit 43 3 round 7
2 rain 5 3 rubber 11
2 ran 4 5 rule 28
6 rather 9 S run 3
5 reach 16 2 sad 8
2 read 7 4 safe 11
3 ready 10 3 said 8
3 real 9 3 sail 6
5 really- 110 4 sale 16
ft
4
120
Grade
Level Word
Total
Mis-
spellings
Grade
Level Word
Total
Mis-
spellings
3 same 5 3 shoe 8
2 sat 5 3 shoot 26
4 save 4 4 short 21
8 saw 5 3 shot 32
2 say 3 3 should 15
2 school 7 2 show 8
4 sea 3 S shut 17
4 seat 16 2 sick 8
2 second 35 3 side 8
S see 1 4 sign 44
4 seem 37 3 silk 12
3 seen 8 4 since 45
2 sell 11 2 sing
3 send 7 s sir 14
2 sent 12 2 sister 6
3 set 10 4 sit 10
3 seven 4 2 six 14
5 several 62 5 size 12
3 sew 37 s skin 8
4 shake 33 2 sleep 9
5 shall 38 S slip 16
2 she 3 slow 4
5 shine 15 5 small 10
S ship 5 smoke 1*

Total Total
Grade Mis- Grade Mis-
Level Word spellings Level Word spellings
2 snow 2 4 stay
S so 9 4 steal 28
4 soft 11 3 step 18
9 SOIQ. ITO still 7
2 some 1 / S stitch 64
IT9 some— ±4 4 stone 3
will MMX
is stop 4
15
2 store 5
•6 huh 9
it3
4 story 5
song oB
5 straight 122
2 soon
4 strange 28
4 sorry
©
s street 8
4 so una. 9
a #*\mSOUtfl
3 strong 18
»7
I
5 struck 56
El V\ r*i 1 t»speajs
3 ±4
study 14
_
spend
IT3 such 17
cO spoil.
IT3 suit 21
3 spring a9
2
IT3 summer 13
stamp JLJL
S sun 3
tio stand c
S star
IT3 supper 11
f
3 start
4 suppose 84
7
5 sure 44
4 state 8
S station
5 surprise 84
r" C,
Total Total
Grade Mis- Grade Mis-
Level Word spellings Level Word spellings
2 sweet 19 3 those 29
mm
3 swim 13 6 though 57
2 table 7 3 thought 33
A
z taice 9 4 thousand 51
3 talk 14 2 three 6
3 teach 9 4 threw 62
8 teeth 3 through 47
3 tell 1 4 throw 31
2 x
—ten 1 4 tie 14
5 4-1. — ^than 16 4 till 12
IT3 thanJs 2 time 4
tnat 1 4 tire 28
s the 2 2 to 24
3 their 70 2 today 1
—3 them 2 4 together 55
2 then 13 2 told 15
3 there 88 4 tomorrow 66
mm
3 these 31 3 too 42
rrO they 5 3 took 8
3 thing 2 2 top 8
2 think 3 4 touch 65
3 third 27 3 town 13
S this 3 4 trade 11

123
Level Word
Total
M-f a—
spellings
brraUc
Level Word
Total
"WH a—jail a
spellings
S train 4 2 warm 19
2 tree S was
3 trip 14 3 wash ?
5 trouble 58 3 watch 26
5 true 28 2 water 8
3 try 6 3 way 3
4 turn 19 S we 1
2 two 13 2 wear 82
2 under 4 4 weather 60
4 understand 28 2 week 5
4 until 68 4 weigh 81
S up 3 well 5
3 upon 120 2 went 4
S us 1 3 were 14
2 use 6 4 west 5
2 very 13 3 wet 9
3 visit 2 what 6
3 wagon 28 2 when 10
3 wait 74 3 where 25
2 walk 6 6 whether 145
3 wall 7 4 which 39
2 want 11 3 while o
4 war 7 2 white 13
r
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Grade
Level Word
Total
Mis-
spellings
Grade
Level
Total
Mis-
Word spellings
2 who 12 2 work 8
3 whole 50 4 world 39
6 whom 44 4 wouldn T t 44
4 whose 81 5 wrap 114
4 why- 4 3 write 40
4 wide 12 4 written 81
2 will 4 wrong 30
3 win 5 4 wrote 27
2 wind 3 2 yard 3
3 window 19 2 year 2
2 winter 7 3 yellow 12
2 wish 14 S yes 2
2 with 2 4 yesterday 13
4 without 8 3 yet 10
4 woman 70 S you 6
TTT/*\ "Vi A *V%wonoier OKso cp young 28
s won't 36 4 your 12
3 wood 2 4 yourself 25
3 word 10
Key to Notations Preceding Words
2-3-4-5-6- Denotes grade level.
S- Supplementary - Not in spelling text.
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